Minutes Feb. 8, 2018
SEPAC
6:15-7:45
YMCA social room

• Approval of minutes from January
• Parent concerns discussed
• Upcoming speakers discussed – Sue Crosby of MFOFC, and Ingrid Flory of DDS – questions for Ingrid – how do you get educational advocates, what other family support programs are there and what do they/you do, what is available throughout the age ranges from DDS?
• Discussion of topic for next meeting – developing friends and sustaining friendships – discussion to bring in district professionals to perhaps give advice, and to bring in parents of homeschool and out-of-district students who may have this interest
• Discussion of how to disseminate the information about upcoming speakers – through MassPac and local SEPACs.
• Reminder of parents’ rights meeting 2/15 and date of next meeting March 8.